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Memo
Date: April 12, 2020
To: Alyssa Chartier
From: Sarah Dudinetz
Re: Communication Audit, Plan, Tactics Overview
The following pages include a communications audit, communications plan, and four curated
communications tactics for The Other Way Ministries. All of the materials were created based on
an in-person interview at the beginning of the semester, secondary research, and public
relations best practices.
The communications audit contains takes an in-depth look at all communications materials that
are currently being utilized by The Other Way, including digital and print materials. It also
discusses The Other Way's target publics, and how the messages crafted by The Other Way are
interpreted and received by these publics. The communications plan, based off of this audit,
makes recommendations regarding how to better communicate The Other Way's intended
messages to their target publics.
Following the communications plan are four specific tactics that, based on a thorough
understanding of The Other Way's current communication strategy and secondary research, I
believe will benefit The Other Way the most if implemented. These are: A versatile brochure, a
direct mail piece that can be sent to donors, a digital advertisement to be advertised in the
Grand Rapids Business Journal's e-newsletters, and a renovated website with a sample blog
post.
I would like to thank Alyssa Chartier and Dottie Barnes for giving me the opportunity to create
these materials for The Other Way. I am passionate about the work and mission of The Other
Way, and I hope that that is reflected in these materials. I would be happy to answer questions
or create physical copies of my tactics, and would also be happy to discuss creating work pro
bono for The Other Way in the future. I can be reached at sarahdudinetz@gmail.com.
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Memo: Audit & Plan
Date: January 21, 2020
To: Alyssa Chartier
From: Sarah Dudinetz
Re: Sample Brochure for The Other Way
Following our meeting on January 14, a communications audit and plan were created in order to
have a thorough starting point for the communications tactics that will be created throughout
the semester. The audit serves as a comprehensive report detailing all of the positive and
negative aspects of The Other Way's current communications materials. This includes all social
media accounts, website pages, and print materials. The audit also includes a brief recap of our
meeting and the goals that Alyssa covered for The Other Way's communication materials, and
the three key publics that the communication tactics will cover - current and potential donors,
neighbors, and volunteers.
The communications plan delves deeper into these key publics by identifying the objective, key
messaging, tactics, and evaluation for each. This information will help form tactics that clearly
and concisely communicate the messages that The Other Way is trying to send, ensuring that
there are no discrepancies in the messages sent by The Other Way and the messages received
and interpreted by their publics.
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Communications
Audit
Introduction
The purpose of this communications audit is to evaluate all communication materials being
utilized by The Other Way Ministries. This audit is based on a review of all communication
materials and an in-person presentation by Alyssa Chartier, Development and
Communications Manager for The Other Way. It will evaluate the consistency and integrity of
messages, the connection to key publics, and overall effectiveness of communication
materials.
Presentation
Alyssa Chartier was able to address our class on January 14, 2020. In her presentation, she
iterated the mission, values, and work done by The Other Way Ministries, the goals and
constraints of the organization, where she hopes to see improvements within her
communication materials currently being implemented by The Other Way, and walked
students through those communication materials.
Goals
Alyssa noted in her presentation that one of her most important goals for The Other Way’s
communication materials is for them to be as versatile as possible. Where many larger forprofit organizations may have the budget and option of having a variety of different
communication materials for different audiences, for a small, locally-based nonprofit
ministry, it is important that they contain information that can be utilized when interacting
with any of The Other Way’s audiences. Due to their limited resources, both human and
financial, Alyssa noted that it’s vital for communication materials to reach multiple audiences
at once.
Several times throughout her presentation, Alyssa mentioned another goal: Making all
communication materials accessible and user friendly to all of the organization’s publics. This
includes those who may have disabilities, or those who don’t speak English as their primary
language.
Publics
When asked to clarify who key publics were for The Other Way, Alyssa commented that
‘everyone’ was one of their publics. However, after hearing the rest of her presentation and
analyzing communication materials, three key publics have been identified.
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As a nonprofit, it’s vital that all current and potential donors are identified as a public.
Demographically speaking this public tends to be older in age, but as the current generation
of dedicated donors fades off, The Other Way also needs to consider younger potential
donors.
Neighbors at The Other Way refers to anybody who may be in need of their services. This is
done to preserve their dignity and make them feel valued. As Alyssa noted, The Other Way is a
place-based organization, meaning that their work is specific to West Grand Rapids, meaning
most of their neighbors live here. However, she also noted that if someone from outside West
Grand Rapids were to approach them and ask for services, they wouldn’t turn them away.
A final public would be volunteers, a public that The Other Way depends on heavily. Since
they’re a nonprofit ministry, volunteerism is a vital component of ensuring that The Other Way
can fully serve their neighbors to the best of their ability. Partnerships with the GVSU Kirkhof
College of Nursing and others are a component of this public.
Materials review
Facebook is the social media account most utilized by The Other Way. It helps establish
credibility through consistent branding, including the brand’s logo as the cover photo,
consistent posting, and 30 high ratings/recommendations. The Other Way is also working to
promote events offered elsewhere that help serve their neighbors. This showcases their
dedication to serving, not just pushing their agenda. Facebook posts include selfies,
#MotivationalMondays, discipleship groups, event promotions, building renovations, and
building overall brand credibility. Some posts are translated into Spanish, which helps achieve
the goal Alyssa mentioned of creating accessible content for all publics.
Twitter may be an underutilized platform for The Other Way, as their account hasn’t been
utilized since March 4, 2019. Alyssa noted that this is the social media platform where they’ve
been putting the least amount of energy, since they feel that they can better reach their
publics on platforms like Facebook and Instagram. While this is understandable, it would be
beneficial for The Other Way to have a consistent, simple presence on Twitter by posting the
same content that is posted on their Instagram and Facebook accounts.
Instagram is utilized frequently, sharing some content with Facebook, including quotes and
#MotivationalMondays created in Canva, selfies, pictures of staff/facilities, and more. The
account averages 2-4 posts per week. While The Other Way does a good job posting
consistently and creating content that may be relevant to their publics, taking a more strategic
approach to all social media accounts would benefit The Other Way greatly.
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Website: Alyssa noted that The Other Way’s website needs some attention, and is the place
she would like to see a lot of energy put towards.
Homepage: The homepage contains links to social media accounts for Facebook and
Twitter, while Instagram is missing. There’s also an icon to send an email to The Other
Way. This contact information is beneficial to have in the top right corner of the
homepage, where visitors expect it. The gallery-style header contains one photo and
one graphic. The remaining content on the homepage is simple and understandable-specifically, the icons for Family Development, Community Development and Donations
& Support that could be easier for someone with a language barrier to understand.
Donate: The Other Way’s donation page is pretty simplistic, with only a ‘donate’ icon, a
paragraph of text regarding how to donate, and instructions for donating online or
through the mail. Both of these donation options are important, as The Other Way’s
current donor public is older and prefers to donate through the mail, while their
potential younger donor public might prefer to donate online.
Who we are: This webpage offers a group photo with a small blurb about who The Other
Way is, and what their neighbor public can expect from them. This page also links to two
other pages: ‘Our History’ and ‘Our Team’. ‘Our History’ features a timeline in the format
of a bulleted list, telling important dates from 1967-present with a small picture of what
their facility looked like in 1967. ‘Our team’ features pictures of employees with their title,
email, and phone extension, which is beneficial for anyone visiting their website who
would like to reach out to a specific staff member. However, some staff pictures are
missing.
What we do: Like ‘Who we are’, this page has a simple header photo with a quick blurb,
with links on the left side of the page to two sub-pages: ‘Community Development’ and
‘Family Development’. These two subpages are formatted the same way as ‘What we do’,
except they also feature button-style lists of different programs they offer.
Support: Features four icons that link to subpages. These include ‘Volunteer’, ‘Material
support’, ‘Legacy Partners’, and ‘Financial support’. ‘Financial support’ links to the ‘Donate’
webpage, ‘Material support’ leads to a list of needed items and The Other Way’s Amazon
wishlist, ‘Legacy Partners’ leads to a text-heavy page with lots of different paragraphs,
bulleted lists, and photos all justified different ways, making it very difficult to follow, and
‘Volunteer’ leads to a list of current opportunities, contacts, and the volunteer form.
Partners: This page lists all 20 of The Other Way’s partners with their logo and link to
their website. While it is definitely beneficial to have this information listed, there is no
information regarding what any of the partnerships entail, or even a more general
overlook at what it means to be a partner. Additionally, logos are small and could take
up more space.
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The Latest: Similar to ‘Support’, this page links to four subpages: ‘Media’, which offers any
news stories, press coverage, etc. that They Other Way receives, ‘Ministry stories’, which
was last updated on April 7, 2017 and features stories from The Other Way, ‘Blog &
Updates’, which was last updated on November 1, 2018 and features information
ranging from facility updates, to a celebratory 50th anniversary video, and ‘Newsletters’,
which has archived versions of all newsletters, though the most recent is from Spring
2017. When users click on the newsletter they’d like to read, it is pulled up in a PDF,
which is helpful for accessibility.
Contact: This page features a simplistic contact form, as well as the address, phone
number, and hours for multiple locations. This is appropriate, considering someone who
may only need to contact a specific location for any reason.
Brochure: The cover of the brochure features four images that greatly summarize the
mission and values of The Other Way. The text in the brochure, while well-written and
appropriate for the organization, is also unnecessarily small. While information regarding
programs, partner organizations, etc. is important and should be mentioned, there may be
a way to display this information that is easier to read (in turn making it more accessible
and user-friendly for all), as well as more relevant to the three publics being targeted.
Appeals: Alyssa shared with us an end-of-the-year appeal, which features a fun Christmas
countdown calendar, a letter from the Executive Director, and several opportunities to
donate. The overall content and structure of the appeal is beneficial, especially considering
the percentage of their donor base that prefers to donate through direct mail, it is overall
very text-heavy and could be made simpler and easier to read. Additionally, while Alyssa
noted that she wants diverse communication materials to reach all publics, appeals can be
narrowed down to a more specific public of donors, so this can be taken into account when
crafting a message.
Newsletters: The Other Way’s newsletter, titled ‘West Side Story’, is formatted similarly to
the second half of the appeal. The front features a column of requests/needs on the left,
visuals, and a letter from the Executive Director. The back features several stories and
updates written by staff, with that staff member’s picture. Their mission statement and
values, as well as contact information, are also listed. The content is well-written and
appropriate, however, the document itself is very text heavy. Because of the amount of
text, margins between stories are small, which can make reading difficult and make the
document hard to process.
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Communications Plan
Donors
Since The Other Way is a small ministry and nonprofit, donors play an essential role in
making sure that the doors stay open and the lights stay on at The Other Way. Having been
open since 1967, The Other Way has established itself in the community, resulting in a
dedicated donor base.
Objective: Fostering relationships with current donors in order to increase consistency
and amount of donations within that population, as well as continuing to create
relationships with younger potential donors to increase consistency and amount of
donations in that population.
Key message: In order to achieve this objective, it’s important to take a pathos approach
and provide tangible, emotionally appealing examples of how donations are making a
difference in the lives of others through The Other Way. Keeping them ‘in the loop’
through our tactics will help ensure that they feel like valuable key players in the work
that’s being done through The Other Way.
Tactics: Renovated appeals and newsletters will work to achieve our objective geared
towards the current donor population. When it comes to our potential younger donors,
updating the ‘Donor’ page on website and posting donor-focused content on social
media to showcase examples of donations in action can help us achieve our objective.
Evaluation: More frequent and higher donations, more donations being made online
over time.
Neighbors
This public is the reason that The Other Way exists. Without them, The Other Way serves
no purpose. It’s vital that this public understands the programs and services provided by
The Other Way, and has all the necessary information they need to make decisions
regarding how to go about receiving them.
Objective: Ensure that The Other Way provides all necessary information for
programs/services and how to receive them so that neighbors can take advantage of
those programs/services.
Key message: Alyssa mentioned the language frequently used when communicating with
The Other Way’s neighbors is that they want to ‘Walk alongside’ their neighbors. This
language implies that The Other Way is here to help them, preserve their dignity, and do
whatever they can to assist them.
Tactics: Brochures, and any other physical communication materials that may be
created, typically serve neighbors first as they can access them at The Other Way.
Additionally, ensuring that the website also helps them access resources would be
beneficial.
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Evaluation: More neighbors interested and taking advantage of services/programs
provided by The Other Way.
Volunteers
As a small ministry and nonprofit, volunteers are absolutely necessary to ensure that the
mission of The Other Way can be carried out. This is accomplished by community outreach
and partnerships, including a partnership with the Grand Valley State University Kirkhof
College of Nursing.
Objective: Increase the number of volunteers at The Other Way
Key message: Ensure that volunteers know that the work done by The Other Way would
never be possible without the work done by volunteers. They play a vital role in the
overall mission of the organization. Ensure they feel thanked and appreciated, and
proud of the work they have done (or will do).
Tactics: Volunteer information should be as easy to access/complete as possible.
Website (specifically volunteer page and form), social media presence.
Evaluation: Increase in volunteerism, more volunteer forms filled out.
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Memo: Brochure
Date: February 25, 2020
To: Alyssa Chartier
From: Sarah Dudinetz
Re: Sample Brochure for The Other Way
After an initial discussion of The Other Way’s communication needs, I believe it's important that
all communication materials used by The Other Way needed to appeal to a broad audience.
Due to financial constraints, it isn’t feasible for The Other Way to create specifically targeted
materials for each of their audiences/a variety of situations. With this in mind, I created a
brochure that would be able to appeal to all three of our main audiences: donors, those in need
of services, and potential volunteers.
Brochures are typically intended to serve one audience in a specific scenario, so I tried to
maintain the audience-focused specificity through the format. When you open the brochure,
you’ll see three distinct panels, each targeting a specific public. Panels are color-blocked to
visually separate them from one another. Through a quick scan of the three titles, Volunteer,
Services and Donate, audiences will quickly be able to find which applies to them.
The purpose of this brochure is to be able to hand it to anyone who is interested in learning
more about The Other Way and have it answer their initial questions. While one brochure can
not answer every question, it can point them in the direction of the website, which will be able
to answer those questions. An example of this is how, on The Other Way’s original brochure, all
services offered had a description. This meant the brochure was very text-heavy, and may have
been information overload for some. In this brochure, all services are still listed, and if people
want to learn more about specific programs, they are directed to the website.
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MISSION

We are a Christ-centered development
organization empowering lives in
Westown.

HOW WE DO IT

Started in 1967, The Other Way
Ministries is a Christian community
development organization walking
alongside urban families.
We know that every day families are
pulled in many directions. Spiritual,
relational and economic stability are
challenged, ultimately leaving them
vulnerable to the impacts of poverty.
By developing leadership skills that
build community, we help Westown
families strengthen, refocus and grow.
The result is families that invest in
others just as God invested in them.
Through our services, programs and
classes, we help guide them toward
Christ-centered spiritual direction,
relationship growth and economic
stability. We invite you to join us in
developing stronger Christ-centered
families in Westown.

THANK YOU TO OUR
PARTNER
ORGANIZATIONS!

Servant's Community Church
Westown Jubilee Housing
JBAN Neighborhood Organization
Gold Avenue CRC
Esperanza Covenant Church
Bridge Street House of Prayer
Grand Valley State University
Pine Rest Christian Mental Health
Services
City of Grand Rapids
West Fulton Business Association
Early Learning Neighborhood
Collaborative
ACCESS of West Michigan
Sibley Elementary School
Shawmut Hills Elementary School
Steepletown Ministries
Grand Rapids Public Library
Boys and Girls Club
Christian Community Development
Association
And many other local businesses and
congregations!
The Other Way Ministries is a 501(c)(3)
organization. To learn more about The Other
Way Ministries and stronger Christ-centered
families, visit us at theotherway.org or call
616.454.4011
The Other Way Ministries | 839 Sibley St NW |
Grand Rapids MI 49504-5644

EMPOWERING LIVES IN
WEST GRAND RAPIDS

THEOTHERWAY.ORG

VOLUNTEER

SERVICES

VOLUNTEER GROUPS
We host work groups for a few hours,
all the way up to a few days. Contact us
for more details about how we can
accommodate your group.

FAMILY
Through our many services, families
can find spiritual direction, relationship
growth and economic stability in
personal and practical ways.
Community building
Camps and retreats
Youth ministry
Little lights (6 mo. - 3 yrs)
Proud fathers
Women's ministry

INDIVIDUAL
VOLUNTEERS
Individuals – We use many generous
people each week to fill needs in our
community. Opportunities can range
from tutoring, to food drive
coordination, and more! Visit
theotherway.org to see current
opportunities.
HAVE QUESTIONS?
We would love to have you volunteer
with us. Contact 616.454.4011 to learn
more!

COMMUNITY
Each program, class and service is
tailored to fit today's needs and build a
sustainable tomorrow for our
community.
Nursing
Christian counseling
Advocacy & referrals
Youth employment service
Tutoring
Reading works
Christmas store
Garden of Eatin'
Bible studies
Food pantry
Civic engagement
Spring GR

DONATE
Donations are the lifeblood of our
ministry. Without them, we wouldn't be
able to provide for our Westown
neighbors.
We are a 501(C) 3 not-for-profit
organization. Your contributions are tax
deductible and we will never sell, lend,
rent or give our list of donors to any
other business or organization.
OPTIONS TO DONATE
One-time : Donate instantly and
safely online using your Credit Card
or Account Information.
Recurring: Automatically charge
your credit card each month.
EFT: Donate through EFT (electronic
funds transfer) transactions.

Memo: Direct Mail
Date: March 10, 2020
To: Alyssa Chartier
From: Sarah Dudinetz
Re: Direct Mail piece for The Other Way
During our initial discussion of The Other Way’s communication needs, Alyssa noted that the
most successful way for The Other Way to collect monetary donations was through the use of
direct mail pieces with return envelopes. In a world where most of our communications,
donations, transactions, etc. are taking place online, it’s unique that a majority of The Other
Way’s donors prefer to donate through direct mail. Taking this into consideration, this means
that a good amount of energy should be put towards these direct mail pieces.
When writing the copy for this direct mail piece, I made a conscious effort to create an
emotional appeal without being too dramatic or ‘guilt tripping’. Many people have positive
memories associated with sunshine and warm summer days, especially as we come out of the
cold and dark winter season. Juxtaposing those emotions with the challenges faced by The
Other Way and giving them a ‘pat on the back’ for being dedicated and compassionate enough
to donate (“ It takes the efforts of a community dedicated to loving and serving our neighbors to
help them thrive ”) helps give a tone of appreciation for donors.
While the budget for The Other Way’s communication materials isn’t very high, since direct mail
is how a majority of donations are gathered, a larger amount of energy and money can be spent
here. The envelope could have The Other Way’s logo on it, as well as a photo of kids from The
Other Way playing outside in the summer to correspond with the copy of the letter. The
response card and return envelope could be more simple, as they’re just being sent back to The
Other Way.
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Dear Friend of The Other Way,
Greetings! While it may feel like 2020 is still just getting started, at The Other Way, we’re already
looking toward the summer season. We’ve enjoyed an unusually high amount of sunlight this
winter, and it has us excited for warm summer days here on the West Side.
While many of us look forward to the summer season, the same cannot be said for all of our
neighbors. Many folks come to The Other Way year-round for help regarding food insecurity or
homelessness, to take part in our programs, or to get help making ends meet. With the holiday
season of giving behind us, we often find it challenging to continually provide in the same
capacity for our neighbors. It takes the efforts of a community dedicated to loving and serving
our neighbors to help them thrive.
As we look forward to sunny days and warmer temperatures, I ask you to prayerfully consider
helping us raise our goal of $75,000 by April 30. This funding will allow us to continue to not only
meet our neighbors’ basic needs and continue our programming, but also to grow and expand
The Other Way’s presence as a source of hope and love in Grand Rapids.
Peace and Joy,
*signature*
Scott Bloem, Executive Director
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Memo: Advertisement
Date: February 4, 2020
To: Alyssa Chartier
From: Sarah Dudinetz
Re: Advertisement for The Other Way
For this portion of the project, I chose to utilize a digital advertisement with the Grand Rapids
Business Journal. This advertisement would be sent out in one of their weekly newsletters, which
reaches over 6,000 people in the West Michigan area.
I chose the Grand Rapids Business Journal with The Other Way's donor audience in mind.
According to the Grand Rapids Business Journal, approximately 79% of their digital readers are
between the ages of 35 and 64. Additionally, 78% of readers have an annual household income
of over $100,000, and 33% have an annual household income of over $200,000. These age and
income statistics tell us that they are in a financially stable place in their life, and because of that
would be more likely to donate.
Readers of the Grand Rapids Business Journal are also leaders - 90% say that they make
purchasing decisions for their company. These are people who are passionate about the overall
improvement of Grand Rapids and its' citizens. Because of this, they may feel more inclined to
donate to The Other Way.
This advertisement is approximately 300x250 pixels, which is one of two sizes offered in the
Grand Rapids Business Journal's e-newsletters. The language has been crafted to appeal to a
local audience with a passion for community development. Additionally, research shows a heavy
religious influence among West Michigan's population. Utilizing the popular commandment of
'Love your neighbor' helps appeal to this influence.
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Memo: Website, blog
Date: March 17, 2020
To: Alyssa Chartier
From: Sarah Dudinetz
Re: Website and Blog for The Other Way
The Other Way’s website serves as a catch-all landing site for potential donors, volunteers, and
neighbors. Because the website isn’t designed just for one specific audience, it’s important that
it be straight-forward and user friendly, easily letting users locate the information that they’re
searching for. The sample website created for this project can be found at
https://sarahdudinetz.wixsite.com/otherway.
The homepage of the website was given a fresh face that helps users find information by
following popular website conventions. For example, many websites have a navigation bar and
search bar. Users should immediately be able to tell what The Other Way is and what they do,
and access more information from the navigation bar: the About, Services, Blog, and Contact
pages. A search bar is one of the most expected and useful conventions of websites, so one has
been added to the header, which is accessible on every web page.
The second web page designed was Services, where I divided the different services into four
categories - Personal health, Faith-based, Youth-focused, and Community development Instead of the two categories currently used - Community development and Family
development. This is to help users find what they need easier, whereas the two categories can
be confusing (for example, a service named ‘Community building’ was listed under Family
Development, not Community development). In addition to the copy added on the homepage,
copy was added under the header image and in each smaller content category, which would link
to a specific web page.
The blog written for this portion of the project surrounds the idea of helping children through
the various crises they might endure. Many times, those who come to The Other Way for help
are experiencing their own crisis that could affect their children. This blog could provide some
general tips to help their children adapt and overcome the challenges they face as a result of a
crisis.
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Helping Children through a Crisis
Written by The Other Way Ministries

At The Other Way Ministries, we often find ourselves assisting our neighbors through the midst
of different crises. These could be as large-scale as a natural disaster or economic downturn, or
as personal as a losing a job or going through a divorce. These events don't just affect adults children are just as vulnerable to the stress and anxiety that crises can cause. This can affect
their ability to form relationships, their performance in school, and their mental and emotional
development. If you're looking to help a child in your life cope with things happening around
them, we've gathered our three biggest tips for helping children through a crisis.

Maintain healthy routines.
According to Melbourne Child Psychology and School Psychology Services, kids feel safer when
aspects of life are predictable. Providing them with familiar routines provides a sense of
structure and security, even if other parts of their lives may seem out of control. Children may
act out or protest certain routines, which they might see as the best way to release anger and
frustration about something larger. Stay firm in your routines, knowing that it is most beneficial
for them in the end. Examples of healthy routines could include a regular bed time and wake-up
time, time to get help with homework after school, bath times, or meal times.
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Provide appropriate information.
Depending on the crisis and on your child, the American School Counselor Association advises
lowering access to the news to avoid unnecessary fear and anxiety. It can be hard for children
to discern whether or not they can trust what they read online or hear on the news, as it could
be over-exaggerated to cause fear. Additionally, there is certain information that, even if true,
will just make it more challenging for your child to comprehend everything happening.
If the crisis is more personal (such as the loss of a loved one, a divorce, a parents losing their
job, etc.), take into consideration how much information your child can comprehend based on
their age and maturity level. Again, just because it's true, doesn't mean it needs to be shared
with a child. Always be honest, but don't share anything that you believe they're not ready for.
Let them know you're in their corner.
During a crisis, a child may start to feel like a
burden, or even start to feel like what's
happening is their fault. Children may need to be
reminded that they are not to blame for what is
happening around them, and that they are not a
burden. Continually ensure your child that you're
here for them, be patient as they cope, let them
as questions, and give them the space to process
what is happening. If you'd like more information
regrading how to best help your child through a
crisis, reach out to our Family Development
Coordinator, Natalie Garcia, at
ngarcia@theotherway.org.
#ChildCare #TheOtherWay #Crisis
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CAP 423: Corporate Communications Writing
Dottie Barnes

Client Feedback Form
Please return this form to Dottie Barnes
Email: barnesdo@gvsu.edu
Grand Valley State University
The Grand Valley State University student named below completed a corporate
communications project for your business or organization as an assignment for a course
in corporate communications writing. This form will be used as part of their assessment
in this course and assessment of the GVSU PR program’s service learning. Please take a
moment to fill it out and email it to Dottie Barnes. Thank you for your participation in
this course.
Sarah Dudinetz
Student Name:________________________________
Client Name: ____________________________Title:____________________________
Business Name___________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________
Phone:______________________ Email:______________________________________

Please rate the following on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being strongly disagree and 5 being
strongly agree:

__I am satisfied with the quality of the corporate communications project.
__The student’s work demonstrates a good understanding of my organization.
__The work turned in was original writing by the student.
__I plan to use some or all of the work the student provided.
Please add any comments you would like to make:

